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Summary. Life on earth depends on the presence of photoautotrophic organisms that are able to input carbon 

into the ecosystems through the process of photosynthesis which, with a few specialized exceptions, takes place 

within the chloroplast. This organelle contains the most complex redox system in plants being composed of 

numerous players including thiol reductases, peroxidases, and glutathione-related enzymes. It seems likely that 

these proteins act together to adjust redox metabolism enabling plants to grow efficiently under both normal and 

stressed conditions. However, our knowledge concerning how these proteins interact and if they can 

compensate one another is relatively limited. This is in part due to the failure of considering these components 

from a systemic perspective. Here we provide a systemic view of the chloroplastic-redox network highlighting 

how it operates and how its components co-operate to maintain efficient chloroplastic function. We further 

explore the cross talk between chloroplastic-redox metabolism and that of other subcellular compartments. 

Given the complexity of plant redox metabolism and the compensatory role played by different redox systems, 

we argue that a unique possibility to understand this system is afforded by systems biology approaches and by 

characterizing mutants for multiple genes. Taking this into account, we highlight how gene co-expression and 

protein-protein network analyses coupled with different reverse genetic strategies could be used to reveal the 

function, potential redundancies and complementarities among the components of the chloroplastic redox 

network.  
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I. Introduction 

By contrast to animals, plants are sessile organisms. As such they require a higher phenotypic plasticity 

in the face of prevailing environmental changes. They accomplish this, in part, by the increased number of gene 

duplications and thereby protein isoforms found in plants, which are distributed in the three genomes located at 

the nucleus, chloroplasts, and mitochondria (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). These genomes encode 

proteins localized in different plant cell organelles which interact with one another following endogenous and 

environmental signals and induce transcriptional and post translational alterations, ultimately regulating 

metabolic fluxes and their associated physiological response (Geigenberger and Fernie, 2014). Many enzymes 

of plant cell metabolism are subjected to a post translational regulation including acetylation, carboxylation, 

sumoylation, phosphorylation, and redox regulation (Friso and van Wijk, 2015). Plants possess an 

unprecedentedly complex redox regulation system, in which the presence of different redoxins and peroxidases 

are of pivotal importance to maintain growth and development (Reichheld et al., 2010; Foyer and Noctor, 2011; 

Geigenberger et al., 2017). Despite their important role in the redox regulation of metabolism, it has been 

shown that several of these enzymes are not essential for plants, meaning that plants individually lacking some 

of these proteins present no apparent phenotype and can survive even under stress conditions. This suggests that 

the components of the redox network may be able to compensate one another in order to maintain homeostasis. 

However, precise mechanistic details of the complementarity between different components of the redox system 

and how they interact with one another remains elusive -especially so for those components associated with the 

chloroplast.   

Life on earth depends on the process of photosynthesis which in most species takes place in the 

chloroplast. This organelle contains the most complex redox system found in plants (Buchanan, 2016b). The 

chloroplastic redox system is involved in the regulation of different important physiological processes including 

the light-dependent redox activation of Calvin-Benson cycle enzymes and the avoidance of reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) overaccumulation (Buchanan, 2016a; Noctor et al., 2018). Thus, the chloroplastic redox system 

contributes not only to activate the process of CO2 fixation but also to avoid oxidative stress caused by ROS 

overaccumulation. It seems likely that CO2 fixation is mainly regulated by the chloroplastic thioredoxin system, 



which is composed by different thioredoxins (TRX) and TRX-reductases such as ferredoxin reductase (FTR) 

and NADPH-dependent thioredoxin reductase C (NTRC) (Table 1; Figure 1). The TRX system is capable to 

regulate the redox status of thiols by reversibly controlling the formation or degradation of the disulfide bridge 

formed between two Cys residues in the target protein. This leads to alteration in the structure of the protein that 

leads to loss or gain of function (Meyer et al., 2009). Given the high number of proteins that are redox 

regulated, it is reasonable to conclude that the redox status of Cys residues is of pivotal importance for the 

regulation of metabolism. Furthermore, recent evidence suggests that enzymes of, or associated to, the 

tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle that are redox regulated contain at least two Cys residues conserved between 

microorganisms, animals, and plants (Daloso et al., 2015). This suggests that redox regulation of metabolism is, 

in itself, a conserved mechanism, although it assumes a higher degree of complexity in plants given the 

presence of additional isoforms and the need to cope with constant adverse environmental conditions.  

A wide range of different environmental stress conditions leads to oxidative stress within plant cells, 

which is mainly due the overaccumulation of different ROS such as singlet oxygen (1O2), superoxide (O2
-), and 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Although ROS accumulation can be due to the reactions occurring in other 

compartments such as mitochondria, cytosol and peroxisomes, the chloroplast has been documented as one of 

the most important sources of ROS in plants (Mittler, 2017). Given its higher stability among the ROS, H2O2 

has been suggested to be the key molecule involved in retrograde signalling and in the oxidation of thiols of 

redox-regulated proteins (Noctor et al., 2017). H2O2 assumes therefore a pivotal importance in the 

interorganellar communication and in the deactivation of redox regulated enzymes, being a counter-point of the 

TRX system (Pesaresi et al., 2007; Farnese et al., 2016). However, it is important to highlight that plants must 

avoid overaccumulation of H2O2 and other ROS given the harmful potential of these molecules. For this, plants 

possess innumerous antioxidant enzymes such as ascorbate peroxidase (APX), glutathione peroxidase (GPX), 

superoxide dismutase (SOD), and peroxiredoxin (PRX) (Table 1) that are not only capable of removing the 

excess of ROS but also regulate the balance of reduced and oxidized forms of ascorbate (ASC and DHA) and 

glutathione (GSH and GSSG) (Figure 1).  



It is interesting to note that whilst animal GPXs exclusively use GSH as electron donor (Passaia and 

Margis-Pinheiro, 2015), plant GPXs display a considerably higher affinity to use TRXs as electron donor 

(Herbette et al., 2002; Jung et al., 2002; Iqbal et al., 2006). Additionally, different PRXs, 2-Cys PRXs and 

methionine sulfoxide reductase (MSR) have also been demonstrated to be regulated by TRX (Figure 1). This 

indicates that ROS metabolism, ROS scavenging and the thioredoxin systems are tightly interconnected. 

However, unfortunately these systems have largely been studied and reviewed separately. Furthermore, despite 

the advances obtained in unraveling key points of metabolic regulation by adopting systems biology 

approaches; they have surprisingly not been often adopted in the study of plant redox metabolism. Thus, an 

integrative view of these systems is urgently needed to unravel the connection and the complementarity 

between these systems in plants. Here we first briefly review the function and the knowledge accumulated of 

each component of the chloroplastic redox system and then discuss how these systems work co-operatively to 

maintain the redox status of the cell under both normal and adverse conditions. The outstanding questions that 

should be addressed in this field in order to improve our understanding on how the plant redox system works 

and regulates the photosynthetic process are highlighted throughout the text. We finally provide a perspective 

concerning how the characterization of plants lacking multiple components of the chloroplastic redox network 

and the adoption of systems biology approaches can be used to reach these goals.   

II. Roles of the different components of the chloroplastic redox network  

A. The versatility of the chloroplastic thioredoxin system  

TRXs comprise an ancient family of proteins found in both prokaryote and eukaryote organisms that 

regulate the redox status of target proteins (Figure 2) (Buchanan et al., 2012). TRXs contain a redox-active 

dithiol cysteine residue which allows these small polypeptides to catalyze the reduction of disulfide bonds, 

regulating the function and structure of target proteins (Meyer et al., 2012). Chloroplastic TRXs are mostly 

reduced by FTR and to a lesser extent by NTRC (Figure 2) (Lemaire et al., 2007; Tan et al., 2010). Unlike the 

situation observed in other organisms, plant TRXs are encoded by a large gene family. For instance, the model 

plant Arabidopsis thaliana L. contains more than 20 TRX isoforms of which TRXs f1-2, m1-4, x, y1-2, and z are 



located at the chloroplast, TRX o1-2 in the mitochondrion, and the proteins of the TRX h family (TRX h1-9) 

are distributed in cytosol, nucleus, mitochondria, plasma membrane and endoplasmic reticulum (Belin et al., 

2015; Delorme-Hinoux et al., 2016). In addition to the canonical chloroplastic TRXs, additional TRX-like 

proteins such as the chloroplast drought-induced stress protein of 32 kDa (CDSP32) (Broin and Rey, 2003), 

four ACHT proteins (Dangoor et al., 2009) and other TRX-like proteins are also found in the chloroplasts 

(Meyer et al., 2009). Given their wide distribution within plant cells, TRXs have been involved in the regulation 

of several key processes over the entire plant life cycle, especially those associated with chloroplast function 

(Geigenberger et al., 2017).  

It has been shown that TRXs m and f regulate several proteins of the Calvin-Benson cycle (CBC), 

chlorophyll biosynthesis, starch synthesis, oxidative pentose phosphate pathway, malate metabolism, and ATP 

synthesis (Collin et al., 2003; Courteille et al., 2013; Laugier et al., 2013; Thormählen et al., 2013; Wang et al., 

2013; Okegawa and Motohashi, 2015; Yoshida et al., 2015). By contrast, TRXs x, y, and z are less studied and 

their function has been limited to the regulation of stress-related proteins such as 2-Cys PRXs, thiol-peroxidases 

and methionine sulfoxide reductase (MSR) (Geigenberger et al., 2017). Whilst the TRX-target proteins were 

revealed by proteomic studies, the physiological function of TRXs has been demonstrated mainly by the 

characterization of TRX mutants. For instance, the characterization of trxm mutants has revealed the 

involvement of the TRXs m3 and m4 in the regulation of cyclic electron transport (Benitez-Alfonso et al., 2009; 

Courteille et al., 2013). Furthermore, although single or combined mutation in TRXs m1 and m2 revealed no 

changes in photosynthetic parameters under normal growth conditions (Laugier et al., 2013; Okegawa and 

Motohashi, 2015), these proteins proved to be important under fluctuating light and high light conditions 

(Thormählen et al., 2017), most probably due to  their capability to regulate the chloroplastic malate valve and 

ATP synthesis (Wolosiuk et al., 1977; Carrillo et al., 2016; Nikkanen et al., 2016; Yoshida and Hisabori, 

2016b; Thormählen et al., 2017). Similarly to trxm1 and trxm2 single mutants, the single trxf1 mutant and the 

double trxf1f2 mutant showed no apparent phenotype despite a deficiency and a delay in light activation in the 

CBC-fructose-1,6-biphosphatase (FBPase) enzyme and in the starch synthesis-related enzyme ADP glucose 

pyrophosphorylase (AGPase) (Thormählen et al., 2013; Yoshida et al., 2015; Naranjo et al., 2016). More 



importantly, triple trxm1-m2-m4 mutant plants displayed a visible phenotype alteration being characterized by a 

pale-green color and a 50% reduction in their photosynthetic rate (Wang and Vanlerberghe, 2013), highlighting 

the compensatory role between m type TRXs. Taken together, these studies were essential in demonstrating the 

role of these TRXs in vivo and suggest that TRXs f and m are key regulators of the carbon assimilation 

photosynthetic pathway. Furthermore, the fact that the observed phenotype is more severe when more than one 

TRX is mutated demonstrates the capacity of the chloroplastic TRX system in adjusting its main actors in order 

to maintain chloroplastic redox homeostasis. Beyond this cooperation between chloroplastic TRXs, it is known 

that both chloroplastic TRX reductase systems also work co-operatively (Yoshida and Hisabori, 2016b). Thus, 

it seems likely that the NTRC-TRX and Fdx-TRX systems form an interconnected redox network which 

enables plants to respond according to the light condition (Pérez-Ruiz et al., 2017).  

B. The critical but non-essential role of the NADPH-dependent thioredoxin reductase C in chloroplasts 

Chloroplastic TRXs are mainly reduced by FTR and to a minor extent by NTRC. TRXs from other 

compartments are mainly reduced by NTRA and NTRB, although a compensatory role of the 

NADPH/GR/GSH/GRXs system in reducing TRXs has also been observed (Reichheld et al., 2007). NTRC is 

exclusively found in plastids whilst NTRA and NTRB are both simultaneously located in the cytosol and 

mitochondria, which potentiates redundancy amongst these proteins and explains the absence of phenotype 

apparent in the ntra and ntrb single mutants (Reichheld et al., 2005, 2007). Whilst NTRA and NTRB present 

only TRX reductase activity, NTRC contains an unusual TRX domain which allows this protein to act 

simultaneously as a TRX and TRX reductase. First described in Oryza sativa (Serrato et al., 2004), NTRC was 

initially pointed out as an alternative protein involved with redox regulation of chloroplastic metabolism (Perez-

Ruiz et al., 2006). However, biochemical studies and reverse genetic characterization of rice and Arabidopsis 

ntrc mutants demonstrated the importance of this protein and led to its inclusion as a major player in 

chloroplastic redox metabolism (Serrato et al., 2004; Perez-Ruiz et al., 2006; Thormählen et al., 2015). The 

Arabidopsis ntrc knockout mutant presented severely impaired photosynthesis rate and reduced growth rate 

(Serrato et al., 2004; Perez-Ruiz et al., 2006; Thormählen et al., 2015). However, despite its extreme 

importance for plant growth, it is noteworthy that this system is not essential given that the single ntrc mutant is 



still viable. This viability is abolished in the ftrb ntrc double mutant (Yoshida and Hisabori, 2016b; Pérez-Ruiz 

et al., 2017), indicating that FTR can compensate the role performed by NTRC and that a complete TRX 

reductase system is indispensable for plant growth and development.  

The function of NTRC differs from that of the Fdx/TRX system, which fundamentally uses electrons 

from photosystem I (PSI), while NTRC uses NADPH as electron donor. The source of NADPH for NTRC can 

be from the photosynthetic electron transport chain in the light or the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway 

(OPPP) which also works under dark conditions (Montrichard et al., 2009). This implies that NTRC can also act 

in non-green tissues such as root amyloplasts (Michalska et al., 2009). In fact, the Arabidopsis ntrc mutant is 

hypersensitive to darkness (Pérez-Ruiz et al., 2017). However, the phenotype of the ntrc mutant is more severe 

when plants were grown under a short day photoperiod or under fluctuating light conditions (Thormählen et al., 

2015, 2017). The function of NTRC during light exposure is mainly linked to the regulation of stromal enzymes 

that are involved in either the CBC or H2O2 detoxification (Perez-Ruiz et al., 2006). The NTR domain of NTRC 

is able to reduce TRXs such as f1, m1, m3, x, and y1 in vitro even when its TRX domain is inactivated (Yoshida 

and Hisabori, 2016). Furthermore, NTRC is involved in starch biosynthesis by activating AGPase (Michalska et 

al., 2009; Lepistö et al., 2013), ATP synthesis by activating the CF1γ subunit of ATP synthase (Nikkanen et al., 

2016), and tetrapyrrole biosynthesis by activating two key enzymes of this pathway, the magnesium chelatase 

and magnesium protoporphyrin methyltransferase (Richter et al., 2013; Pérez-Ruiz et al., 2014). 

Interestingly, the NTRC-mediated CF1γ activation seems to be independent of the TRXs f1 and f2 given 

that the trxf1-f2 double mutant did not show impairment in light-dependent reduction of CF1γ (Yoshida et al., 

2015), despite the interaction observed between TRX f1 and CF1γ in vivo (Nikkanen et al., 2016). It has been 

suggested that the NTRC-mediated CF1γ activation occurs mainly under low light condition whilst the FTR-

TRX f1 system is able to compensate NTRC under a high light environment (Carrillo et al., 2016; Nikkanen et 

al., 2016). Among the CBC enzymes, FBPase is the most clearly described enzyme that it is regulated by NTRC 

in vitro and in vivo (Thormählen et al., 2015). Beyond the deficiency in activating FBPase, which reduces the 

capacity of the plant to regenerate ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate in the CBC, the reduced growth phenotype of ntrc 

is also due to an impairment in photochemical quenching, as demonstrated by the lower values of the effective 



quantum yield of PSII (Thormählen et al., 2015). As a consequence, ntrc deficiency leads to decreased 

photosynthetic efficiency in different light growth conditions (Carrillo et al., 2016; Naranjo et al., 2016; 

Yoshida and Hisabori, 2016b). On the other hand, the overexpression of NTRC and TRX f1 leads to increased 

biomass accumulation and starch biosynthesis in tobacco (Sanz-Barrio et al., 2013). This highlights the 

importance of the chloroplast NTR/TRX system for plant growth. Furthermore, given the importance of 

enzymes of the antioxidant system for plant stress tolerance and based in the fact that several proteins of this 

system are redox regulated by TRXs, it seems reasonable to assume that the chloroplast NTR/TRX system may 

contribute to the plant stress acclimation by modulating the activity of antioxidant enzymes. In the next 

sections, we will briefly describe the functions of important enzymes of the antioxidant system such as PRXs, 

SRXs, APXs, GPXs, and other glutathione-related enzymes in plant cells and will also discuss how these 

proteins interact with FTR, NTRC and TRXs in the regulation of chloroplast metabolism. 

C. The interplay between thioredoxins, peroxiredoxins, and sulfiredoxins in chloroplasts 

Peroxiredoxins (PRXs) and sulfiredoxins (SRXs) are important components of the chloroplastic 

antioxidant defense system (Dietz, 2011). SRX is conserved in eukaryotes yet absent in prokaryotes, with the 

exception of cyanobacteria (Rouhier et al., 2006). Like the TRXs, PRXs are also small proteins (with their 

apparent molecular masses ranging from 17 to 22 kDa) and are widely distributed within plant subcellular 

compartments (Dietz et al., 2006; Sevilla et al., 2015). The 2-Cys PRXs are the most abundant PRX in plants. 

SRX and 2-Cys PRXs form an interconnected network with the TRX system, given that 2-Cys PRXs reduction 

depends on the activity of TRX and/or SRX. Moreover, evidence suggests that the presence of NTRC is 

important for 2-Cys PRX reduction (Puerto-Galán et al., 2015; Sevilla et al., 2015). The oxidation state of the 

Cys residues of 2-Cys PRXs determines whether the reduction is performed by SRX or by the NTR/TRX 

system (Figure 1). This is based on the fact that one of the two Cys residues of 2-Cys PRX can be oxidized by 

H2O2 to form sulfenic acid (SOH) which can be subsequently further oxidized by H2O2 to form sulfinic acid 

(SO2H). The overoxidized SO2H is reduced by SRX to form SOH, which can then be reduced to SH by TRX 

(Biteau et al., 2003; Jeong et al., 2006; Puerto-Galán et al., 2015). It has been proposed that the interconversion 

between reduced, oxidized and overoxidized status of 2-Cys PRX have an important role in the homeostasis of 



H2O2 content by acting as ROS sensors (Liebthal et al., 2017), including this enzyme as another component of 

the ROS-scavenging system. This idea is based on the fact that two molecules of H2O2 are consumed for the 

overoxidation of 2-Cys PRX. In this respect, SRX proteins are of pivotal importance to reduce the overoxidized 

form of the 2-Cys PRX, which can then be reduced by the TRX system, enabling the restart of the H2O2 

consuming cycle (Figure 1).   

The known function(s) of SRX have until recently been limited to specifically reduce sulfinic acid of 2-

Cys PRXs, given that srx mutant present increased level of overoxidized 2-Cys PRX (Puerto-Galán et al., 2015) 

and based in the fact that SRX is not capable to reduce the same oxidized Cys residue in other PRXs or in 

glyceraldyhyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Hyun et al., 2005). However, interesting results from a recent 2-

Cys PRX interactome study revealed that this protein interacts with several other chloroplastic proteins related 

to photosynthesis, carbon, nitrogen and sulfur metabolisms, antioxidant defense, and the TRX system (Cerveau 

et al., 2016). What remains unclear is how the PRX-SRX cycle interacts with the FTR/NTRC-TRX system 

(Liebthal et al., 2017). Furthermore, it was shown that 2-Cys PRX interacts with important enzymes of the 

antioxidant system such as SOD, GR and PRXQ, raising the question whether these proteins act in concert in 

the regulation of ROS homeostasis. In the next sections we review the role of other chloroplastic ROS-

scavenging enzymes such as APX and GPX as well as the glutathione metabolism in the regulation of 

chloroplastic redox metabolism. 

D. Chloroplastic APX and GPX: more than ROS scavenging enzymes 

APXs and GPXs are other important enzymes of the antioxidant defence system involved in ROS 

scavenging in plant cells. APX and GPX isoforms are present in almost all plant cell compartments including 

cytosol, chloroplast, peroxisome and mitochondria (Teixeira et al., 2006; Margis et al., 2008). Most plant 

species harbour two different chloroplastic APX isoforms (chlAPX), one targeted to the stroma (sAPX) and the 

other to thylakoid membranes (tAPX) (Table 1) (Teixeira et al., 2006). The most remarkable evidence for the 

biological role presented by chlAPXs is provided by the characterization of plants lacking sAPX and/or tAPX 

(Danna, 2003; Giacomelli et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2007; Kangasjärvi et al., 2008; Maruta et al., 2010; 

Caverzan et al., 2014). Except in wheat (Danna, 2003), plants deficient in both chlAPX isoforms are capable of 



tolerating excessive light (Giacomelli et al., 2007; Kangasjärvi et al., 2008; Maruta et al., 2010; Caverzan et al., 

2014). For instance, Arabidopsis mutants and rice antisense transgenic plants for both chlAPXs presented no 

phenotypic differences compared to WT plants even under high light conditions (Giacomelli et al., 2007; 

Caverzan et al., 2014). A similar study reported that tAPX is important in the first hours of high light exposure, 

but not in long term light exposure (Maruta et al., 2010). These results suggest that these proteins are not 

essential for plant stress responses but may rather be mainly related to the mediation of H2O2 retrograde 

signalling. 

In contrast to cytosolic isoforms that actively work to prevent excessive ROS accumulation, chlAPX 

isoforms likely display an important role at the onset of photooxidative stress, controlling H2O2-induced 

retrograde signalling and activating other antioxidant mechanisms (Maruta et al., 2016). Indeed, recent works 

have reported that H2O2 generated in chloroplasts closely associated to nucleus are involved in the signalling for 

different antioxidative defense mechanisms and that this process is dependent on the inactivation of chlAPX 

isoforms (Exposito-Rodriguez et al., 2017). The fact that these enzymes are not essential for photooxidative 

stress responses may be explained by the fact that they are promptly inactivated in the presence of H2O2 and 

should be completely dispensable or replaceable in detoxification mechanisms related to plant defence against 

excessive light. This idea is strengthened by the increased level of 2-Cys PRXs found in the tapx sapx double 

mutant under high light, possibly as an effective compensatory mechanism (Kangasjärvi et al., 2008). However, 

whether other enzymes such as GPXs can also compensate the absence of chlAPXs remain to be determined. 

GPX catalyzes the reduction of H2O2 and organic peroxides into water and the corresponding alcohols 

using reducing power provided by different reductants (Figure 1) (Herbette et al., 2007; Selles et al., 2012). The 

GPX family is found in virtually all kingdoms of life and has been increasingly studied in plants (Margis et al., 

2008; Passaia and Margis-Pinheiro, 2015). This enzyme family is part of the heme-free thiolperoxidase class 

which can use glutathione, TRX and other reducing agents as substrates (Herbette et al., 2002). The class-4 

GPX, also named phospho-lipid GPX (commonly called PHGPX) can utilize organic hydroperoxide/H2O2 and 

GSH as oxidant and reductant, respectively, for its activity (Ursini et al., 1985; Margis et al., 2008). However, 

plant GPX isoforms exhibit higher affinity to use TRXs as electron donors (Herbette et al., 2002; Cha et al., 



2008; Wang et al., 2017) and the utilization of GSH as reducing agent by this enzyme has been questioned 

under in vivo conditions (Herbette et al., 2002; Jung et al., 2002; Iqbal et al., 2006; Navrot et al., 2006). 

Chloroplast GPX isoforms have been specially reported as important players for plant development and to cope 

against different environmental stresses in several species (Rodriguez Milla et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2009; 

Passaia et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017), while non-chloroplast GPX isoforms play important role in 

photosynthesis (Lima-Melo et al., 2016). Additionally, single GPX proteins or the balance between reduced 

(GSH) and oxidized (GSSG) glutathione seems to act as redox sensors in plant cells (Miao et al., 2006; Passaia 

and Margis-Pinheiro, 2015). As such the balance between GSH/GSSG and the activity of glutathione-related 

enzymes could regulate the chloroplastic redox metabolism.   

E. The role of glutathione-related enzymes in the control of the redox metabolism  

Given that glutathione is one of the major players in plant redox regulation, glutathione-related enzymes 

such as GPX, glutathione synthetase (GS), glutathione transferase (GST), and glutathione reductase (GR) are 

therefore important redox players in addition to the previously mentioned members of the plant antioxidant 

defense system. The role of glutathione-related enzymes has been well described regarding their roles in 

antioxidative mechanisms, especially under abiotic stresses (Su et al., 2016; Harshavardhan et al., 2017). These 

proteins are directly involved in the balance between reduced (GSH) and oxidized (GSSG) glutathione 

concentration, controlling thus the GSH redox state (Foyer and Noctor, 2013; Burritt, 2017). More than that, 

some of these enzymes are also important for the redox metabolism because they can interplay directly with 

other proteins such as DHAR, GR, APX, TRX, and PRX (Noctor et al., 2012; Passaia and Margis-Pinheiro, 

2015; Burritt, 2017). 

Plant GSTs are found in virtually all subcellular locations, including mitochondria, peroxisomes, 

nucleus, and mainly chloroplasts and cytosol (Dixon et al., 2009; Lallement et al., 2014). GSTs catalyze the 

conjugation of GSH to electrophilic sites on a wide range of hydrophobic compounds (Chronopoulou et al., 

2014; Labrou et al., 2015). They can be sub-divided into 17 distinct classes (Nianiou-Obeidat et al., 2017) and 

can play a great variety of reactions, which include transferase, glutathionylation, peroxidase, isomerase, 

dehalogenation, and deglutathionylation activities (Lallement et al., 2014; Su et al., 2016). The diversity of 



GSTs function is high and a special role of these proteins in the regulation of secondary metabolism has been 

postulated (Dixon and Edwards, 2010). In chloroplasts and cytosol, the most studied GST is dehydroascorbate 

reductase (DHAR), which is involved in the ascorbate regeneration from the Foyer-Halliwell-Asada cycle 

(Foyer and Halliwell, 1976; Asada, 1999).  

The GR1 and GR2 enzymes belong to a NADPH-dependent oxidoreductase group of flavoproteins. GR1 

is found in the cytosol whilst GR2 is found in both mitochondrion and chloroplast (Chew et al., 2003). These 

enzymes play an essential role in the maintenance of the GSH pool by catalyzing the reduction of one molar 

equivalent of GSSG to two molar equivalents of GSH. Taking into account that the balance of GSH/GSSG is an 

important indicator of the redox state of the cell, it was previously thought that GR activity could be of pivotal 

importance for controlling the redox potential of plant cells (Delorme-Hinoux et al., 2016), especially in 

chloroplasts where the input of energy by light absorption leads to a highly dynamic and ROS-enriched 

environment (Wu et al., 2015; Ding et al., 2016a). However, plants lacking GR1 showed increased content of 

GSSG and this did not lead to higher stress sensitivity (Marty et al., 2009). This suggests that another system 

can compensate the absence of GR1. In fact, it has been shown that Arabidopsis NTRA/TRX h3 system exhibit 

functional redundancy with cytosolic GR1 (Reichheld et al., 2007; Marty et al., 2009). On the other hand, it was 

demonstrated that the function of GR1 in day length-dependent redox signalling cannot be replaced by the 

chloroplastic/mitochondrial isoform GR2 or by the TRX system (Mhamdi et al., 2010). In contrast to gr1 

mutants, the knockout of GR2 is lethal in Arabidopsis (Tzafrir et al., 2004), whilst gr2 knockdown plants 

presented early leaf senescence, defective root development, and higher sensitivity to high light stress than WT, 

which was associates to PSII damage caused by ROS overaccumulation and by an altered GSH/GSSG redox 

status (Yu et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2016a, 2016b). It seems likely that GR1 acts in synchrony with the cytosolic 

NTR/TRX system while the effects of chloroplastic GR2 knockdown cannot be compensated by the 

chloroplastic NTR/TRX systems.  



III. Crosstalk between chloroplast and other subcellular compartments  

In the previous section we have provided a brief overview regarding the function of the main players of 

the chloroplastic redox network. It is clear that the activity of the enzymes of this redox system is important to 

maintain the chloroplast metabolism in perfect harmony. However, it is important to highlight that the plant 

organelles work in concert, with several molecules being responsible for the communication between different 

subcellular compartments. Thus, the function of the different chloroplastic redox players is not limited to this 

organelle. In the following sections we highlight which chloroplastic molecules contribute to the interorganellar 

communication and provide a perspective concerning how signals from and to chloroplast can coordinate the 

entire plant cell redox metabolism.  

A. Chloroplast ROS-mediated signalling  

Most redox components are highly active under light conditions. Light-dependent chloroplast reactions 

provide electrons via the PSI to ferredoxin which reduces either TRX via FTR or NADPH via FNR (Meyer et 

al., 2009). The thiol reductase system is responsible for the regulation of a wide range of proteins and thus plays 

a pivotal role in the redox regulation of the plant cell. However, in parallel to the light-induced energy 

excitation, oxygen evolution in chloroplasts can lead to the formation of different ROS which are extremely 

harmful in high concentrations. Therefore, the ROS scavenging system which is mainly comprised of APX, 

GPX, SOD and PRX must work concurrently with to the NTR/FTR-TRX system in order to maintain the 

balance of ROS and thereby avoid overoxidation of the chloroplast (Figure 1). Alternatively, ROS can be 

transported to the cytosol where another antioxidant system takes place to eliminate the excess of these harmful 

molecules. Thus, the transport of ROS out of the chloroplast might act as a signal that connects the different 

compartments of the plant cell (Mittler, 2017).  

Among the different ROS, H2O2 has been credited as the most potent signaling molecule. This concept 

relies on some important characteristics presented by H2O2, including relatively low reactivity and higher half-

life, as compared with other ROS (Polle, 2001; Møller et al., 2007). The recent discovery of a sub-population of 

chloroplasts closely associated with nuclei that are able to induce nuclear accumulation of H2O2 during the 

onset of light stress indicates a possible pathway for crosstalk and retrograde signaling mechanisms connecting 



photosynthesis and nuclear gene expression regulation (Exposito-Rodriguez et al., 2017). This idea is 

strengthened by the fact that some yeast redox-sensitive thiol-disulphide transcription factors are activated by 

TRXs and peroxidases and deactivated by H2O2-mediated oxidation (Fomenko et al., 2011). It has been 

proposed that this redox-relay mediation mechanism should be also conserved in plants (Exposito-Rodriguez et 

al., 2017). For instance, the redox-responsive transcription factors from the RAP2.4 family, which control the 2-

Cys PRX and chlAPX expression in plants, presents cysteine residues that might be oxidized by H2O2 

(Shaikhali et al., 2008; Rudnik et al., 2017). This suggests that chloroplast signals are important to regulate 

nuclear gene expression which seems to be subjected to a H2O2-mediated redox regulation.  

Beyond H2O2, it is noteworthy that other signals can also act as intermediates of interorganellar 

communication. For instance, the transport of malate from the chloroplast to the cytosol and subsequently to 

mitochondria has been proposed as a possible mechanism that connects these subcellular compartments (Heyno 

et al., 2014; Geigenberger et al., 2017). In the next section we discuss the role of malate metabolism in the 

interorganellar communication under different light/dark conditions.  

B. The role of the circulating malate to both NAD(P)(H) metabolism and interorganellar communication 

under dark and light conditions 

Malate metabolism regulates a wide range of physiological processes such as respiration, stomatal 

movements, fruit ripening, photorespiration, and seed maturation (Zhang and Fernie, 2018). Malate is found in 

different cell compartments and it seems likely that its function depends on the concentration and the location 

where it is found (Fernie and Martinoia, 2009). For instance, it has been shown that malate act as a signalling 

molecule, respiratory substrate and a regulator of stomatal movements when located in cytosol, mitochondria, 

and apoplastic space, respectively (Araújo et al., 2011; De Angeli et al., 2013; Medeiros et al., 2016, 2017). 

Thus, it is not surprising that malate metabolism is finely regulated among plant cell organelles. In this context, 

the chloroplastic malate valve has long been thought to have implications for the communication between 

chloroplast and other organelles. This idea is based on the fact that the chloroplastic NADP-dependent malate 

dehydrogenase (MDH) activity is strictly dependent on light and TRX activation and that malate is a circulating 

form of reducing power throughout plant cell (Michelet et al., 2013). It therefore seems likely that the transport 



and accumulation of malate in different subcellular compartments closely follow different environmental 

signals. Malate is thus a possible redox sensor that links different plant cell organelles according to the 

light/dark condition (Figure 3).  

In the light, mitochondria respiration is inhibited (Tcherkez et al., 2012) whilst both chloroplastic and 

cytosolic MDH are active. Thus, the amount of the circulating malate in the light is mainly due the activity of 

the non-mitochondrial MDH enzymes and the export of previously night stored organic acids from the vacuole 

(Figure 3). An active NADP-MDH is highly important to consume the excess of NADPH generated by the 

photosynthetic electron transport chain and to regenerate the electron acceptor NADP+ (Hara et al., 2006; 

Huang et al., 2018). Intriguingly, both cytosolic and chloroplastic MDH are clearly redox regulated by TRX 

(Wolosiuk et al., 1977; Hara et al., 2006; Yoshida et al., 2015; Thormählen et al., 2017), while the 

mitochondrial MDH is irresponsive to TRX (Daloso et al., 2015; Yoshida and Hisabori, 2016a; Huang et al., 

2018). Perhaps more challenging is the fact that fumarase (FUM) is activated by TRX h2 and deactivated by 

TRX o1 in vitro (Daloso et al., 2015), suggesting that FUM can be positively and negatively regulated by 

different TRXs (Figure 3). However, given the absence of data from trxh2 mutants and the dual location of 

TRX h2, which is found in both cytosol and mitochondria, it is still unclear whether the TRX h2-mediated FUM 

regulation also occurs in vivo and if so in which subcellular compartment this occurs. Another outstanding 

question is why FUM and cytosolic MDH (cMDH) would be simultaneously activated by TRX h2. Could the 

TRX-mediated activation of both FUM and cMDH act as a mechanism for the synthesis of fumarate in the 

cytosol? This idea is supported by the fact that the carbon fluxes to the TCA cycle are light-inhibited, which 

thus compromise the synthesis of organic acids in mitochondria, and also by the fact that the massive 

accumulation of fumarate in the light depends on the cytosolic FUM (FUM2) activity (Pracharoenwattana et al., 

2010), which is higher in the direction of fumarate synthesis and activated by Gln, Asn and OAA (Figure 3) 

(Zubimendi et al., 2018). The questions raised here can be solved by the analysis of mutants lacking different 

TRX isoforms (discussed latter in the section 5) and by non-aqueous fractionation metabolic analysis that can 

determine the accumulation of malate and fumarate in different subcellular compartments (Krueger et al., 2014; 

Medeiros et al., 2017). Thus, further experiments in this direction must assume a paramount importance to 



elucidate the role of malate and malate valve for the cross-talk between chloroplasts and mitochondria in leaves 

exposed to light.  

By contrast to the accumulated knowledge regarding light/dark reactions in the chloroplasts, information 

concerning light/dark regulation of mitochondrial enzymes remains very limited (Nietzel et al., 2017). It is 

reasonable to assume that chloroplastic malate valve may only have minor impact on the redox regulation of 

plant cells in the dark given that the input of energy through photosynthesis is absent and NADP-MDH is 

inactive (Figure 3). However, another redox mechanism mediated by NTRs (NTRA and NTRB) and TRXs 

(TRX h family) can activate cytosolic MDH in the cytosol (Hara et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2018) In this case 

the source of NADPH for NTRs comes from the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway (OPPP). Mitochondria 

also contain both NTRA and NTRB enzymes and different TRXs (TRX o1, o2, h2). In this organelle, NADPH 

can be supplied by the activity of a NADP-dependent isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH) and alternatively by a 

presumable mitochondrial NAD(H) kinase (NADk) (Figure 3) (Møller and Rasmusson, 1998; Møller, 2001; 

Rasmusson et al., 2004; Geigenberger et al., 2017). Interestingly, ICDH-dependent NADPH production seems 

to be redox regulated by TRX (Yoshida and Hisabori, 2014). Beyond ICDH, other TCA cycle-related enzymes 

such as citrate synthase (CS), FUM, and succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) as well as the alternative oxidase 

(AOX) have already been suggested to be TRX-regulated (Gelhaye et al., 2004a; Schmidtmann et al., 2014; 

Yoshida and Hisabori, 2014; Daloso et al., 2015). Recent evidence indicated that TRX o1 controls the flux of C 

to the TCA cycle in the light by deactivating both FUM and SDH (Daloso et al., 2015). This result, together 

with the light inhibition of pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) (Tovar-Méndez et al., 2003) and the role of 

mitochondrial MDH, which seems to act preferentially in the synthesis of malate to be exported to cytosol 

(Tomaz et al., 2010) (Figure 3), could explain why respiration is inhibited in the light. Furthermore, the light 

inhibition of FUM1, SDH and PDH also helps to explain previous predictions from a genome scale metabolic 

model (Cheung et al., 2014) and recent results from a nuclear magnetic resonance-based metabolic flux study 

that indicate a non-cyclic mode of operation of the TCA cycle in the light (Abadie et al., 2017). The results 

from these studies suggest that the TCA cycle works in a non-cyclic mode to sustain glutamate (Glu) and 

glutamine (Gln) biosynthesis in the light, in which TRXs would be key regulators by activating CS and ICDH 



and deactivating FUM and SDH (Figure 3). In turn, Gln biosynthesis would activates FUM2 leading to the 

synthesis of fumarate in the cytosol. However, whether these reactions also occur in the dark remain to be seen.  

In summary, it seems likely that both NAD(P)(H) and malate metabolism, especially the malate valve 

and the activities of MDH and FUM, are important players for the crosstalk between chloroplasts and other 

organelles. It has been shown that alteration of key chloroplastic, mitochondrial, or peroxissomal enzymes alter 

not only the processes that take place autonomously within each organelle but also have high impact in 

processes occurring in other organelles. This suggests that the different plant cell organelles are tightly 

regulated. In the next section we explore the mechanisms and players for this connection between plant 

subcellular compartments.  

C. Chloroplastic and mitochondrial metabolism are tightly regulated  

The characterization of plants lacking or displaying reduced activity of key enzymes of redox 

metabolism has demonstrated that the perturbation of some chloroplastic enzymes affects different processes in 

other subcellular locations. Similarly, perturbation in mitochondrial enzymes has also been demonstrated to 

alter chloroplastic metabolism. The cross-regulation between chloroplast and mitochondria is probably the most 

studied interorganellar system in plants (Blanco et al., 2014; Mignolet-Spruyt et al., 2016; Uhmeyer et al., 

2017; Noctor et al., 2018). Special attention has been given to the mitochondrial enzyme AOX, given its 

importance for both mitochondrial respiration and in maintaining chloroplast redox homeostasis and 

photosynthetic rates (Vishwakarma et al., 2014; Florez-Sarasa et al., 2016a; Welchen and Gonzalez, 2016; 

Dahal and Vanlerberghe, 2017; Del-saz et al., 2018). Several other mitochondrial proteins involved with the 

TCA cycle and mitochondrial electron transport chain have additionally been shown to regulate chloroplast 

metabolism (Sweetlove et al., 2006; Timm et al., 2012a, 2018; Pires et al., 2016). However, little is known 

about the importance of enzymes of the redox network such as APXs, GPXs, and TRXs among others in this 

interorganellar regulation. Recent evidence showed that the silencing of a mitochondrial glutathione peroxidase 

(OsGPX1) penalizes photosynthetic assimilation and growth rates in rice by a mechanism involving changes in 

cell H2O2 and GSH contents (Lima-Melo et al., 2016). Similarly, plants lacking the mitochondrial TRX o1 

presented high activities of enzymes of redox metabolism such as SOD and catalase under salt stress (Calderón 



et al., 2018) beyond up regulation of AOX (Del-Saz et al., 2016). Taken together, these studies suggest the 

perturbation of mitochondrially located GPX or TRX had consequences for plant cell redox metabolism in 

general. On the other hand, mutants lacking specific chloroplast proteins have been used to investigate the 

consequences on mitochondrial metabolism. For example, it was demonstrated that Arabidopsis mutants lacking 

proteins related to cyclic electron flow display higher AOX activity and changes in NAD(P)/NAD(P)H ratios 

under high light (Florez-Sarasa et al., 2016a). Therefore, it seems that both chloroplast and mitochondrial 

metabolism are tightly regulated, by a mechanism which may involve the transmission of signals such as ROS, 

nitric oxide and calcium as well as the accumulation of shared metabolites such as malate and fumarate (Fernie 

and Martinoia, 2009; Araújo et al., 2011a; Florez-Sarasa et al., 2016b; Del-Saz et al., 2018). Further studies 

will likely prove important in unraveling the connections between these organelles as well as the importance of 

this communication for plant stress tolerance. 

D. Cytosol as a redox buffer and an interorganellar communication mediator  

Experimental evidence has accumulated that the plant cytosol might represent a crucial cellular 

compartment for metabolic regulation of the whole cell, acting as a redox buffer and an important crossroad for 

retrograde signaling pathways. Indeed, the cytosolic APX and ASC-GSH cycle display a central role in the 

scavenging of excessive H2O2 produced by other organelles such as peroxisomes, chloroplasts and mitochondria 

(Davletova et al., 2005). The cytosol contains the majority of the antioxidant defense protein isoforms, 

comprising a dynamic system involved in ROS production and scavenging in a manner that might affect both 

local and systemic responses (Munne-Bosch et al., 2013). Furthermore, cytosol also contains a complete 

NTR/TRX system composed by NTRA/NTRB and different TRX h proteins. The buffering capacity of cytosol 

is evidenced by the fact that the excess of cytosolic H2O2 generated by APX deficiency in Arabidopsis inhibited 

photosynthesis by inducing oxidative stress in chloroplasts (Davletova et al., 2005). The excess ROS can cause 

denaturation of crucial Calvin-Benson cycle proteins by carbonylation, including Rubisco (Davletova et al., 

2005), and even delays in the PSII repair process (Murata and Nishiyama, 2018). Together, these damages can 

induce a strong restriction of CO2 assimilation and photoinhibition of PSII, contributing to a general impairment 

in photosynthetic capacity and plant growth (Foyer et al., 2012). Recently, we have demonstrated that 



accumulation of peroxisomal H2O2 induced by CAT inhibition and APX knockdown in rice plants also deeply 

affected the cytosolic antioxidant protein synthesis, especially in those enzymes involved in ASC-GSH cycle 

(unpublished data). Besides cytosolic H2O2, other signaling molecules produced by several different metabolic 

pathways such as GSH might trigger retrograde signaling, which in turn may alter several redox responses in 

the distinct plant cell compartments (König et al., 2018). In this vein, the photorespiratory pathway is consists 

in an important route for the generation of exchangeable signaling molecules, especially for connecting 

chloroplasts, cytosol, peroxisomes and mitochondria (Timm et al., 2013). 

E. Beyond a wasteful pathway: the important role of photorespiratory metabolism to photosynthesis and 

for the maintenance of plant cell redox state  

In addition to chloroplasts and mitochondria, the peroxisome is also an important organelle involved in 

ROS-related signaling (Del Río et al., 2003; Dietz, 2015; Noctor and Foyer, 2016). Chloroplasts and 

peroxisomes are connected by the process of photorespiration, in which the oxygenase activity of the 

chloroplastic enzyme ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RubisCO) induces the photorespiratory 

pathway that also involves mitochondria (Bauwe et al., 2010). Furthermore, peroxisomes have been described 

as the main source of ROS in plant cells, especially in C3 leaves exposed to light (Foyer and Noctor, 2003). A 

study with Arabidopsis mutant plants overexpressing glycolate oxidase in the chloroplast and plants deficient in 

peroxisomal catalase showed that the H2O2-dependent signal is different when this ROS is generated in 

chloroplast from that generated in peroxisomes (Sewelam et al., 2014). Additionally, it was shown that plant 

cells have an integrated signal network that works independently of the subcellular site of H2O2 production 

(Sewelam et al., 2014). These reports show the importance of understanding redox and ROS signaling pathways 

originating from different subcellular compartments, especially those from peroxisomes. In this context, RNAi 

suppression of both peroxisomal rice APX isoforms coupled with a pharmacological inhibition of catalase 

triggered favorable antioxidant and compensatory mechanisms to cope with oxidative burst conditions, most 

probably due to a priming mechanism induced by peroxisomal H2O2 signalling (Sousa et al., 2015). These 

results suggest that peroxisomal H2O2-mediated signalling has a pivotal role for the maintenance of redox state 

of the whole plant cell. 



Photorespiration has long been described as a wasteful pathway that competes with the carboxylase 

activity of RubisCO and thus reduces the yield in C3 plants. With this idea in mind, several research groups 

have engineered plants to improve plant yield by suppressing photorespiration or by increasing the 

carboxylation-to-oxygenation ratio of RubisCO. However, recent reports showed that the overexpression of 

some photorespiratory enzymes leads to increased photosynthesis and plant growth (Timm et al., 2012b, 2015) 

and that photorespiration is crucial for the photosynthetic and stomatal responses to CO2 availability (Eisenhut 

et al., 2017). These findings indicate that the photorespiratory metabolism is important for the control of 

photosynthesis. Photorespiration may contribute to increased photosynthetic rate by eliminating toxic 

intermediates, recycling substrates for RubisCO carboxylation, and providing substrates for other metabolic 

pathways (Wingler et al., 2000). Moreover, it has been shown that the activity of Calvin-Benson cycle enzymes 

are regulated by the accumulation of the photorespiratory metabolite 2-phosphoglycolate (Flügel et al., 2017). 

Thus, given that photorespiration encompasses transport of metabolites between chloroplasts, peroxisomes, 

cytosol and mitochondria and involves the production of H2O2 in peroxisomes and NADH in mitochondria, it is 

reasonable to attribute a great importance to this pathway in the regulation of the entire plant cell redox network 

(Geigenberger and Fernie, 2014; Obata et al., 2016; Timm et al., 2016). It is therefore clear that the function of 

each enzyme of the plant cell redox system is not specific to the organelle where that reaction takes place, 

suggesting that the entire redox system acts in synchrony. Evidence for this comes from studies that have 

revealed several compensatory and redundant roles among the redox players, which has been mainly discovered 

by the characterization of plants lacking multiple isoforms of a redox system. In the next section, we review 

these findings and provide a perspective on which hypothesis should be tested in the near future to improve our 

knowledge concerning how the different redox components interact and compensate to each other. 

IV. Reverse genetic strategies to unravel redundant and compensatory mechanisms between redox 

network components 

The redundancy and the compensatory role observed among the players of the redox metabolism is 

mainly perceptible by studies that use specific inhibitors coupled with reverse genetic approaches (Rizhsky et 



al. 2002; Sousa et al. 2015; Bonifacio et al. 2016; Rahantaniaina et al., 2017) or by the characterization of 

mutants that lack the activity of more than one protein of the redox network (Reichheld et al., 2007; Bashandy 

et al., 2009; Marty et al., 2009; Daloso et al., 2015; Thormählen et al., 2015; Yoshida and Hisabori, 2016b; 

Pérez-Ruiz et al., 2017). Recent reports have used these strategies and were able to provide considerable 

information as to how the different components of the chloroplastic redox network can compensate for one 

another. For instance, it is known that the reduced growth rate of both the ntrc mutant and the ntrc trxf1 trxf2 

triple mutant is due the overaccumulation of oxidized 2-Cys PRX which supposedly acts as a sink for reducing 

power from the chloroplastic TRXs (Pérez-Ruiz et al., 2017). Furthermore, despite the essentiality of NTR for 

mammalian systems (Conrad et al., 2004), the ntrc mutant and the ntra ntrb double mutant are still viable, most 

probably due a compensatory role of FTR system in chloroplasts and GR and glutathione metabolism in cytosol 

and mitochondria (Reichheld et al., 2007; Bashandy et al., 2009; Marty et al., 2009; Daloso et al., 2015; 

Yoshida and Hisabori, 2016b). It seems clear therefore that different redox components of each organelle could 

act in concert to maintain its redox state in perfect harmony. However, how the redox systems from different 

compartments interact with one another remains unclear. For instance, it remains to be investigated as to 

whether plants are still viable with the knockout of the entire plant NTR system (Table 2).  

Despite recent advances, relatively few studies have simultaneously disrupted chloroplastic and non-

chloroplastic redox components, a fact which hampers our understanding on how these systems compensate to 

each other. We propose here that the establishment and characterization of a number of mutants lacking 

different components of the plant cell redox network will certainly provide great information for the plant redox 

scientific community. Given that the compensation of components of the chloroplastic redox network might be 

achieved by non-chloroplastic redox components, different combinations of mutations should be carried out 

(Table 2). For instance, assuming that TRX o2 is mitochondrially located, the characterization of the trxo1 trxo2 

trxh2 triple mutant, which will supposedly present no mitochondrial TRX activity, may reveal the possible 

redundancy between these TRXs and enable the investigation whether other enzymes such as mitochondrial 

GRXs can compensate the absence of these TRXs. Furthermore, given the already described role of TRX h 

proteins in the activation of cMDH and FUM2, it is reasonable to assume that the characterization of plants 



lacking multiple TRX h proteins may provide important information regarding how these TRXs regulate malate 

metabolism and whether GRXs can compensate the absence of these proteins (Table 2).  

In the case of chloroplastic peroxidases, few studies have investigated double or triple mutants. Thus, 

different combinations to knockout sAPX, tAPX, and GPXs would be anticipated to provide important insights. 

All other possible combinations which include plants lacking or deficient in more than one enzyme of the 

chloroplastic reductase system (NTRC, FTRA, FTRB, and GR2) are described in detail in the Table 2. After the 

establishment of plants lacking different enzymes of the redox network, it is important to highlight that the 

processes regulated by these enzymes are better understandable by adopting systems biology approaches. In the 

next section we provide a perspective with two practical examples on how systems biology approaches can be 

used to improve our understanding on the function and interactions among redox-related enzymes.    

V. Using systems biology approaches to unravel interaction and cross- regulation among enzymes of the 

chloroplastic redox network   

The emergence of omic platforms in the last decades has produced vast quantities of data which are 

currently available for bioinformatics and modelling analysis. Plant biology thus became a data-enriched, 

multidisciplinary field in which the application of mathematics, physics, and computational biology concepts 

are proving to be essential for integrating and understanding the experimental data acquired. This 

multidisciplinary scientific field is based on the ideas from the general systems theory (von Bertalanffy, 1968) 

and it is commonly referred to as systems biology (Friboulet and Thomas, 2005). The aim of systems biology is 

to understand the dynamic of the interactions between the different networks that compose a complex organism 

such as plants (Barabási and Oltvai, 2004; Sheth and Thaker, 2014). For this, different systemic approaches can 

be adopted in order to provide a holistic view of plant responses by contrast of the reductionism approaches that 

are mainly focused in looking at the parts (Fernie, 2012; Souza et al., 2016). Systems biology approaches have 

been successfully applied to the study of gene expression and metabolic networks in plants (Toubiana et al., 

2013), which resulted in several mathematical models able to predict plant metabolic responses (Williams et al., 

2010; Hills et al., 2012; Nikoloski et al., 2015; Robaina-Estévez et al., 2017). However, the application of such 



systems biology approaches has been surprisingly neglected in the study of redox metabolism. In this section 

we carried out different gene co-expression (Figure 4) and protein-protein interaction network (Figure 5) 

analysis and discuss the main findings from these analyses as well as how these approaches can help to 

understand the interaction between the components of the chloroplastic redox metabolism. Although these 

approaches have been widely used in plant biology, it is important to highlight the limitation of gene expression 

and specially protein-protein interaction databases, which are mostly limited to model plants, in particular 

Arabidopsis, beyond the intrinsic limitation of in silico analysis that needs further experimental validation. In 

this context, Arabidopsis protein-protein interaction databases are still fragmentary and thus caution should be 

taken when evaluating the results coming out from this analysis. Among the problems faced by this analysis it is 

noteworthy the presence of false positives interactions as well as the absence of protein-protein interactions not 

detected by the Arabidopsis interactome study.   

A. Gene co-expression analysis reveals a highly connected network among the components of the 

chloroplastic redox system 

Gene co-expression and protein-protein interaction network analyses were carried out using all 

chloroplastic isoforms of TRXs, PRXs, GRXs, GR, NTR, FTRs, APXs, and GPXs, which is hereafter referred 

to as chloroplastic redox network. Interestingly, the gene co-expression analysis revealed that these genes are 

highly co-expressed, leading to a highly dense, inter-connected network (Figure 4). Surprisingly, both tAPX and 

sAPX are not co-expressed to each other and slightly co-expressed with other genes of the chloroplastic redox 

network. For instance, tAPX is only co-expressed with PRXQ, NTRC, GR2, and both 2-Cys PRX. Moreover, 

the Arabidopsis interactome database (Arabidopsis Interactome Mapping Consortium, 2011) does not show any 

interaction for sAPX isoform, suggesting that whether sAPX isoform is regulated by mechanisms linked to the 

chloroplastic redox network this occurs in an indirect manner.  

B. Is plant gene expression redox-regulated?  

 In silico analyses revealed that GRX and GPX are highly connected nodes in the co-expression 

network. At the protein level, GRXS14 seems to be a hub-like node, i.e. a node (enzymes) with high number of 



links (interaction) (Barabási and Oltvai, 2004). GRXS14 directly interacts with five proteins, including 

plastidial transcription factor 1 (PTF1), a chloroplastic transcription factor (TF) (Baba et al., 2001), which was 

linked to different other important proteins of the chloroplastic redox network such as NTRC and TRX y1 

(Figure 6). This suggests that PTF1 is potentially redox regulated by different components of the chloroplastic 

redox network. This has considerable consequences for chloroplast function given the extremely high number 

of protein-protein interactions detected for PTF1 (Figure 6). It has been shown that TRXs can directly activate 

or deactivate redox-sensitive TFs in mammalian cells (Schenk et al., 1994; Sun and Oberley, 1996; Powis and 

Montfort, 2001). However, this post-translational control of TF activity remains relatively less studied in plants 

(Farnese et al., 2016). It is known that HD-Zip proteins and Class I TCP TF are oxidized by H2O2, GSSG and 

other oxidants and reduced by the NTR/TRX system (Comelli and Gonzalez, 2007; Viola et al., 2013). 

Similarly, several TFs are suggested to be redox-regulated (Shaikhali and Wingsle, 2017). Thus, it seems that 

plants resemble animals in the redox regulation of transcription through a TRX-mediated (de)activation of TFs. 

Our in silico analysis provides new insights into transcription regulation in plants by suggesting TFs which 

interact with NTRC, TRXs, and GRXs and thus might be subjected to a redox regulation. Efforts to confirm this 

hypothesis assume a paramount importance for future investigation. 

C. TRX h3 is a putative regulator of different cytosolic proteins  

Proteins from the TRX h family (TRX h1-9) have been extensively studied in seeds (Shahpiri et al., 

2009; Hägglund et al., 2016). It has been proposed that the majority of TRX h proteins are located in the cytosol 

(Bréhélin et al., 2004; Geigenberger et al., 2017), although TRX h2 and TRX h9 has been demonstrated to be 

located in mitochondria and associated to the membrane, respectively (Meng et al., 2010). TRX h3 is the 

highest expressed among TRX h genes (Reichheld et al., 2002) and has long been recognized as a cytosolic 

isoform (Gelhaye et al., 2004b; Park et al., 2009; Ito et al., 2011), although this protein has also been identified 

in two different chloroplast proteomic studies (Peltier et al., 2006; Zybailov et al., 2008). The Arabidopsis 

interactome revealed that TRX h3 interacts with 50 proteins that can be clustered in seven different groups 

according to their function in plant cells. Intriguingly, five of these groups are chloroplastic enzymes related to 

photosynthesis, C and N metabolism, redox enzymes, and carbonic anhydrases (Figure 7). TRX h3 supposedly 



interacts with the chloroplastic redox-related enzymes GST F8, DHAR3, Prx IIE, MSR A4, Fdx 1 and Fdx 2 

(Figure 7). Furthermore, different photosynthetic proteins related to the CBC (e.g. SBPase, TK, R5Pepi, PRK, 

FBAldolase, RubisCO activase, CP12) and the oxygen evolution complex (OEC) seem to interact with TRX h3 

(Figure 7). However, it is important to highlight that there is no evidence confirming that TRX h3 is a 

chloroplastic-located TRX. By contrast, TRX h3-GFP assay indicates that this protein is in fact located in the 

cytosol (Park et al., 2009). Thus, despite the high number of interactions with chloroplastic proteins, we argue 

that this might be false-positive results or that these proteins interact with TRX h3 during their translocation to 

the chloroplast. The other two groups that interacted with TRX h3 in our analysis include cytosolic enzymes 

such as APX1, MDH, GAPDH and FBPase and nine other proteins with unknown function or unknown 

subcellular location. Interestingly, cytosolic MDH, ICDH, FBPase and GAPDH all interacted with TRX h3. 

This suggests that TRX h3 may serve as a key regulator of C metabolism in the cytosol.    

The Arabidopsis interactome also showed that TRX h3 interacts with three β carbonic anhydrases 

(βCA1, βCA2, and βCA4). These enzymes are key regulators of stomatal movements in response to CO2 

(Engineer et al., 2016). βCA1 and βCA4 are highly expressed in guard cells and the ca1 ca4 double mutant has 

impaired stomatal responses to CO2 (Hu et al., 2015). Redox regulation of carbonic anhydrases has already been 

demonstrated in the marine diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum (Kikutani et al., 2012). These facts suggest that 

βCAs and consequently stomatal responses to CO2 can be redox regulated by TRX h3. However, confirmation 

that TRX h3 regulates these enzymes in vivo remains to be experimentally assessed. The characterization of 

plants lacking TRX h3 may bring important information concerning the general function of this protein in the 

regulation of stomatal movement and C metabolism (Table 2). 

D. Lethality and centrality in chloroplastic redox network 

Systemic analyses are important to identify essential nodes of biological networks, in which its removal 

from the network leads to disturbed or abolished physiological responses which can lead to the death of the 

organism (Jeong et al., 2001; Li et al., 2006). Hubs have been described as essential nodes of protein-protein 

interaction networks, in which the mutation in genes coding these proteins are lethal or have severe 

consequences for the organism (Jeong et al., 2001; Albert, 2005; Yu et al., 2008). By contrast, depletion of 



lightly connected nodes in scale-free networks has minor impact throughout the network and in consequence to 

the organism (Barabási and Oltvai, 2004). In this context, the most connected nodes of the co-expression 

network are NTRC and PRXQ with 27 links each followed by GR2 and the two 2-Cys PRX A and B with 25 

links each (Figure 4). In the case of protein-protein chloroplastic interaction network, NTRC and TRX y1 were  

shown to be the main hubs, presenting 10 and 12 interactions, respectively, including the interaction between 

themselves (Figure 5). According to the centrality and lethality theory of scale-free networks (Jeong et al., 

2001; Barabási and Oltvai, 2004), hubs are very important components that confer robustness to biological 

networks (Albert et al., 2001; Albert, 2005). Therefore, the expectation is that mutation in hubs may 

substantially alter the topology of the network which may have severe consequences for the organism. Indeed, 

plants lacking NTRC or GR2 demonstrate a drastic reduction in growth and/or high susceptibility to stress 

conditions (Thormählen et al., 2015; Ding et al., 2016b), most probably due to the perturbation of the 

chloroplastic redox network caused by those mutations. However, plants lacking PRX Q and TRX y1 did not 

show any distinguishable phenotype compared to the WT (Petersson et al., 2006). In the case of ntrc mutant, 

reduced growth in comparison to WT was observed, probably due to the overaccumulation of oxidized forms of 

2-Cys PRXs (Pérez-Ruiz et al., 2017), highlighting the interconnection of these genes that are co-expressed 

(Figure 4) and also interact to each other at protein level (Figure 5).  

Taken together, these observations suggest that these hub-like proteins may have central roles in the 

chloroplastic redox network. In fact, NTRC is crucial for the activation of enzymes of CBC, antioxidative 

defence system, synthesis of starch, ATP and chlorophyll. Furthermore, NTRC are known to regulate 

chloroplast gene expression. Although less studied, TRX y1 has been also implicated in the activation of the 

antioxidative defence system and chlorophyll and starch synthesis and degradation (Geigenberger et al., 2017). 

However, despite the centrality of NTRC in the chloroplastic redox network, by contrast to animal cells (Conrad 

et al., 2004), single mutation in any NTR protein is not lethal in plants. This suggests that the lethality and 

centrality theory of scale-free networks may have a further level of complexity in plant networks. Probably, the 

higher phenotypic plasticity of plants, which have been accomplished by, for example, an increased number of 

gene duplications, ultimately leads to the formation of different compensatory mechanisms that overcome the 



mutation in central nodes and avoid the propagation of the negative effects of the mutations throughout the 

whole network. This idea is based on the fact that double mutation in both components of the chloroplastic TRX 

reductase systems, namely NTRC and FTR, is lethal in Arabidopsis (Yoshida and Hisabori, 2016), indicating 

that the absence of lethality in the ntrc mutant is probably due to a compensatory role performed by FTR. 

Similar to this phenomenon, several other components of the redox network can compensate for each other and 

thus explain the absence of apparent phenotype, justifying the need to characterize plants lacking different 

components of the redox system simultaneously. Further experiments are needed to confirm that the theory of 

lethality and centrality differs in plant from animal networks as well as to test the hypothesis that the higher 

phenotypic plasticity of plants is related to a lesser degree of lethality in the hubs of their networks.  

Concluding remarks and future perspectives 

Plant redox networks possess a higher degree of complexity when compared to animal and 

microorganismal redox networks. This is evidenced by the higher number of isoforms of each component of the 

redox network and the complementarity observed between them. Whilst mutation in key components of the 

redox system is lethal or, more commonly, has severe consequences for animal cells, several single Arabidopsis 

or rice mutants do not show any distinguishable phenotype than non-transformed plants. In evolutionary terms, 

this may be an adaptive feature acquired by plants to grow and survive under constant adverse conditions which 

is a common situation of plant life due to their sessile nature. The higher number of isoforms of redox 

components may be therefore a mechanism that cooperatively adjust plant cell metabolism to avoid oxidative 

stress under a constant input of energy through the process of photosynthesis. Thus, both the redox regulation of 

metabolism and the regulation of the redox metabolic network itself have been singled out as important 

mechanisms for plant growth and plant stress tolerance. However, despite the fact that the understanding of the 

redox regulation of metabolism under stress conditions has received great attention, little is known concerning 

how the components of redox metabolism are regulated and interact with each other. We contend that this is 

mainly based on our failure to consider this regulation from a systemic perspective. As such adopting systems 

biology approaches may help to fill some of these gaps. In parallel, the redundancy and the compensatory role 



among the components of the redox network may eventually be completely unravelled by using multi-transgene 

approaches. Such strategies will likely assume a paramount importance in improving plant metabolic 

engineering for stress tolerance. 
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Table 1 List of redox proteins found in the chloroplasts. The identification, abbreviation and location of each protein of the chloroplastic 

redox network are described using Arabidopsis as model plant.   

Arabidopsis 

Gene ID 
Abbreviation   Protein Name Protein location 

AT1G03680 Trx m1 Thioredoxin m1 isoform Chloroplast 

AT4G03520 Trx m2 Thioredoxin m2 isoform Chloroplast 

AT2G15570 Trx m3 Thioredoxin m3 isoform Chloroplast 

AT3G15360 Trx m4 Thioredoxin m4 isoform Chloroplast 

AT3G02730 Trx f1 Thioredoxin f1 isoform Chloroplast 

AT5G16400  Trx f2 Thioredoxin f2 isoform Chloroplast 

AT1G76760  Trx y1 Thioredoxin y1 isoform Chloroplast 

AT1G43560   Trx y2 Thioredoxin y2 isoform Chloroplast 

AT1G50320 Trx x Thioredoxin type x Chloroplast 

AT3G06730 Trx z Thioredoxin type z Chloroplast 

AT4G09010 APX 4 Ascorbate Peroxidase isoform 4 Lumen 

AT4G08390 sAPX Stromal Ascorbate Peroxidase Stroma 

AT1G77490 tAPX Thylakoid Ascorbate Peroxidase Thylakoid 

At3g54660 GR2 Glutathione Reductase isoform 2 Chloroplast/Mitochondrion 

AT2G25080 GPX 1 Glutathione Peroxidase 1 Chloroplast 

AT4G31870 GPX 7 Glutathione Peroxidase 7 Chloroplast 

AT2G20270 GRXS12 Glutaredoxin S12 Chloroplast 

AT1G31170 SRX Sulfiredoxin Chloroplast 

AT3G11630 2-Cys Prx A 2-Cys Peroxiredoxin A Chloroplast 

AT5G06290 2-Cys Prx B 2-Cys Peroxiredoxin B Chloroplast/Mitochondrion 

AT3G26060 PrxQ Peroxiredoxin Q Chloroplast 

AT3G52960 PrxIIE Peroxiredoxin-II-E, Chloroplast 

AT3G54900 GRXS14 Glutaredoxin S14 Chloroplast 

AT2G38270 GRXS16 Glutaredoxin S16 Chloroplast 

AT2G41680 NTRC NADPH Thioredoxin Reductase Chloroplast 

AT5G23440 FTR A1 
Ferredoxin/Thioredoxin Reductase 

Subunit A1 
Chloroplast 

AT5G08410 FTR A2 
Ferredoxin/Thioredoxin Reductase 

Subunit A2 
Chloroplast 

AT2G04700 FTR B 
Ferredoxin/Thioredoxin Reductase 

Subunit B 
Chloroplast 

 

  

http://www.arabidopsis.org/servlets/TairObject?id=134248&type=locus
http://www.arabidopsis.org/servlets/TairObject?id=29891&type=locus
http://www.arabidopsis.org/servlets/TairObject?id=136257&type=locus
http://www.arabidopsis.org/servlets/TairObject?type=gene&id=32844
https://www.arabidopsis.org/servlets/TairObject?type=gene&id=1000687508
http://www.arabidopsis.org/servlets/TairObject?type=locus&name=AT2G41680


Table 2 List of mutants that may be characterized in the near future in order to fulfill the gap of our knowledge regarding the function of specific 

genes and the complementarity among the components of the redox network. 

Mutants Compartments involved Possible outputs 
 

Thioredoxins 

 

  

trxh2 Cytosol, mitochondria, 

endoplasmatic membrane 

The trxh2 is an uncharacterized mutant. Functional genomic approaches should be 

applied to investigate the function of TRX h2, which is located at cytosol, mitochondria 

and endoplasmatic membrane (Meng et al., 2010; Traverso et al., 2013).  
trxh3 Cytosol  Three carbonic anhydrases (CA) βCA1, βCA2 and βCA4 interacted with TRX h3. Could 

this TRX regulate these CAs and thus the stomatal response to CO2? The characterization 

of CO2 stomatal responses of trxh3 may provide important insights into this question.  

trxh9  Plasma membrane, 

endoplasmatic membrane 

The mutation in TRX h9 is lethal for Arabidopsis (Meng et al., 2010; Traverso et al., 

2013), although the reasons for this essentiality remains unclear. Further characterization 

of this mutant may bring important information whether other redox systems are also 

involved in this phenotype.  
trxh1 trxh2 trxh3 

trxh4 trxh5  

 

Cytosol It has been shown that both FUM and cMDH are positively regulated by TRX h2 (Hara et 

al., 2006; Daloso et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2018) . Notably, recent evidence indicates 

that cMDH is regulated by five different TRX h (Huang et al., 2018).The characterization 

of trxh multiple mutants may show whether FUM and cMDH can be activated by other 

redox components and what it is the impact of TRX h mutations for plant growth, 

especially under stress conditions.  

trxo1trxo2trxh2 Mitochondria These three TRXs are described as being mitochondrially located, although information’s 

concerning TRX o2 location is still missing. Assuming that TRX o2 it is in fact found in 

the mitochondria, this triple mutant will lacks all mitochondrial TRX activity. Mutation in 

mitochondrial TRX is lethal for mammalian cells (Nonn et al., 2003). The questions to be 

addressed by the characterization of this triple mutant are: Is the plant mitochondrial TRX 

system essential for plants? Are the components of plant mitochondrial TRX system 

redundant? Could mitochondrial GRXs compensate the absence of the entire 

mitochondrial TRX system? 

trxy1 ntrc Chloroplast These enzymes were characterized as hub-like nodes in the chloroplastic redox network. 

What is the effect of this double mutation for the entire chloroplastic redox network? The 

characterization of this double mutant may help to answer this important question.   

Thioredoxin reductases 
 

 

ntra ntrb ntrc Chloroplast, cytosol and 

mitochondria 

NTR absence is lethal for mammalian cells (Conrad et al., 2004). Surprisingly, neither 

NTRC nor NTRA-NTRB double mutation are lethal for plants. The characterization of 

the triple ntra ntrb ntrc mutant will answer whether plant NTRs are essential for plants. If 

not, which redox components can compensate the absence of these enzymes?   



 

Glutathione metabolism 
 

 

gr1 gr2 Chloroplast, cytosol and 

mitochondria. 

GR1 and GR2 encode glutathione reductases located at the cytosol and at both chloroplast 

and mitochondria, respectively. Mutation in genes of other reductases such as NTRC and 

NTRA:NTRB has severe consequences for plant growth. The characterization of gr1 gr2 

double mutant may demonstrate the importance of this reductase system for plants.   

ghr1 ghr4 Chloroplast It was suggested that GHRs are central to the regulation of the quinone redox 

state(Lallement et al., 2014). Photochemistry measurements in single or double ghr1 and 

ghr4 mutants may prove if this glutathione transferase can regulate plastoquinone redox 

state. No characterization of these mutants was performed so far. 

 

Peroxidases 

 

  

gpx5 Plasma membrane While the other seven GPX isoforms are relatively well characterized in Arabidopsis, not 

much is known about AtGPX5. 

 

Multiple mutants  
 

 

ntrc gr2; 

ftra ftrb gr2 

 The complementarity among NTRC and FTR has been recently demonstrated (Yoshida 

and Hisabori, 2016). However, whether GR2 can also compensate the absence of the 

other chloroplastic reductases remains to be determined.  
gpx3 rcd1 Cytosol and nucleus The radical induced cell death protein 1 (RCD1) supports regulation of genes encoding 

chloroplast antioxidant enzymes and glutathione biosynthesis (Hiltscher et al., 2014). 

AtGPX3 interacts with RCD1  (Miao et al., 2006).  Studies with gpx3 rcd1 double mutant 

would indicate which redox pathways are directly involved with the interaction between 

these proteins. 

gpx3 abi1;  

gpx3 abi2 

Cytosol, nucleus and 

plasma membrane 

Abscisic acid insensitive 1 (ABI1) and 2 (ABI2) are involved with the abscisic acid 

signaling pathway (Merlot et al., 2002). AtGPX3 interacts with ABI1 and stronger with 

ABI2, leading to stomatal closure via the activation Ca2+ channels at the plasma 

membrane (Miao et al., 2006). There is no information about gpx3 abi1 double mutant, 

while gpx3 abi2 double mutant seems to be insensitive to ABA (Miao et al., 2006). 

Experiments with gpx3 abi1 and gpx3 abi2 double mutants would improve the 

understanding about ABA signaling mediated by regulation of the redox state. 
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TABLE S1 List of proteins that interact with TRX h3 according to the Arabidopsis interactome study (Arabidopsis Interactome Mapping Consortium, 

2011).   

Arabidopsis Gene 

ID 
Abbreviation   Protein Name Protein location 

AT3G23940 DHAD 
DIHYDROXYACID 

DEHYDRATASE 
Chloroplast 

AT5G26000 β-Glucosidade BETA GLUCOSIDASE  Chloroplast 

AT5G35630 GS2 GLUTAMINE SYNTHETASE 2 Chloroplast 

AT3G60750 TK TRANSKETOLASE  Chloroplast 

AT3G04790 - EMBRYO DEFECTIVE  Chloroplast 

AT5G14740 βCA 2 
BETA CARBONIC 

ANHYDRASE 2 
Chloroplast 

AT1G65930 cIDH 

CYTOSOLIC NADP+-

DEPENDENT ISOCITRATE 

DEHYDROGENASE 

Cytosolic  

AT1G17290 AlaAT 
ALANINE 

AMINOTRANSFERASE 
Chloroplast 

AT1G32060 PRK PHOSPHORIBULOKINASE Chloroplast 

AT5G53490 TL17 
THYLAKOID LUMENAL 17.4 

KDA PROTEIN 
Chloroplast 

AT5G58330 NADP-MDH 
NADP-DEPENDENT MALATE 

DEHYDROGENASE 
Chloroplast 

AT2G35370 GDC-H 
GLYCINE DECARBOXYLASE 

COMPLEX H 
Chloroplast 

AT3G52930 FBA-8 
FRUCTOSE-BISPHOSPHATE 

ALDOLASE 8 
Chloroplast 

AT2G21170 TPI 
PLASTID ISOFORM TRIOSE 

PHOSPHATE ISOMERASE 
Chloroplast 

AT2G39730 Rcbs-activase RCA, RUBISCO ACTIVASE Chloroplast 

AT5G61410 R5Pepi 
D-RIBULOSE-5-PHOSPHATE-3-

EPIMERASE 
Chloroplast 

AT2G43560 - 
FKBP-PEPTIDYL-PROLYL CIS-

TRANS ISOMERASE 
Chloroplast 

AT3G62410 CP12-1 
CP12 DOMAIN-CONTAINING 

PROTEIN 1 
Chloroplast 

AT3G50820 OEC33 OEC33 COMPLEX OXYGEN Chloroplast 

AT1G21750 ATPDI5 
PROTEIN DISULFIDE 

ISOMERASE 5, ATPDIL1-1 
Chloroplast 

AT3G62030 CYP20-3 Cyclopinhil 20-3 Chloroplast 

mailto:CP@
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AT2G15620 NR1 Ferrodoxin Nitri reductase Chloroplast 

AT2G47400 CP12-1 
CP12 DOMAIN-CONTAINING 

PROTEIN 1 
Chloroplast 

AT5G66530 - 
Galactose mutarose superfamily 

protein 
Chloroplast 

AT5G66570 OEC 

OEE33, OXYGEN EVOLVING 

COMPLEX 33 KILODALTON 

PROTEIN 

Chloroplast 

AT4G25130 MSRA4 
METHIONINE SULFOXIDE 

REDUCTASE A4 
Chloroplast 

AT4G26530 FBA5 
FRUCTOSE-BISPHOSPHATE 

ALDOLASE 5 
Chloroplast 

AT1G04410 cMDH 

CYTOSOLIC-NAD-DEPENDENT 

MALATE DEHYDROGENASE 1, 

Cyt-NADMDH 

Cytosol 

AT4G19700 ATILP, BOI 
BOTRYTIS SUSCEPTIBLE1 

INTERACTOR 
Cytosol 

AT1G43670 cFBPase 

FRUCTOSE INSENSITIVE 1, 

FRUCTOSE-1,6-

BISPHOSPHATASE 

Cytosol 

AT2G24270 GAPDH 

ALDH11A3 

GLYCERALDEHYDE 3 

PHOSPHATE 

DEHYDROGENASE 

Cytosol 

AT3G18490 ASPG1 
ASPARTIC PROTEASE IN 

GUARD CELL 1 
Endoplasm reticulum 

AT5G60360 SAG2 
ALEURAIN-LIKE PROTEASE, 

ALP, (Senescence gene) 
Extracellular space 

AT2G01950 BRL2 
BRI1-LIKE 2, VASCULAR 

HIGHWAY 1, VH1 
Integral component of membranes 

AT1G48030 MTLPD1 
LIPOAMIDE 

DEHYDROGENASE 1 
Mitochondrion 

AT1G23310 AOAT1 
ALANINE-2-OXOGLUTARATE 

AMINOTRANSFERASE 
Peroxisome 

AT4G39330 CAD9 
 CINNAMYL ALCOHOL 

DEHYDROGENASE 9 
Apoplast 

AT2G42580 TTL3 TTL3 nucleus 

AT1G75040 PR5 
PATHOGENESIS-RELATED 

GENE 5, PR-5 
Cell wall 
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of the chloroplastic redox network. Abiotic and biotic stress conditions 

can lead to an overproduction of harmful reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as singlet oxygen (O2
-) and 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Superoxide dismutase (SOD) is responsible to convert 2 O2
- in H2O2, which can be 

metabolized by different redox systems including peroxiredoxins (Prx) and peroxidases dependent on ascorbate 

(APX) and glutathione (GPX). GPX activity depends on reduced glutathione (GSH), which can be provided by 

glutathione reductase (GR) that uses chloroplastic electron transport chain (ETC)-derived NADPH to convert 

oxidized glutathione (GSSG) into GSH. Similarly, APX is also capable of converting H2O2 in H2O, but using 

reducing power from the ascorbate cycle instead, which includes the conversion of ascorbate into 

monodehydroascorbate (MDHA) by the enzyme monodehydroascorbate reductase (MDHAR). The degradation 

of H2O2 by 2-Cys PRX seems to involve different states of oxidation/reduction of these proteins given that their 

reduced form (2-Cys PRXred) can be oxidized (2-Cys PRXox) or overoxidized (2-Cys PRXoox) by H2O2,  and 

have their reduction state rescued by the activity of sulfiredoxin (SRX), and/or NADPH-dependent thioredoxin 

reductase C (NTRC) and thioredoxins (TRXs). In parallel, the chloroplastic ETC-generated NADPH can be 

used to sustain the NTRC-TRX system, which is able to reduce different proteins of the redox network (note 

that S-S disulfide bound in the enzymes already showed to be TRX-mediated redox regulated). The chloroplast 

ETC is activated by light and leads to the reduction of ferredoxin (Fd) via ferredoxin NADPH+ reductase 

(FNR). Reduced Fd is then used by ferredoxin thioredoxin reductase (FTR) that, together with NTRC, can 

reduce TRXs. GPX, malate dehydrogenase (MDH) and methionine sulfoxide reductase (MSR), whose function 

is to reduce methionine sulfoxide (MetSo) into methionine (Met), are examples of TRX-mediated redox 

regulated enzymes. 

 

Figure 2 Plant thioredoxin (TRX)-mediated redox regulation cascade. The TRX system is composed by 

reductases, TRXs and their target proteins (right panel). The left panel demonstrate the relative number of 

proteins of each of these components of the TRX system. The reductases NADPH-dependent TRX reductase 

(NTR), ferredoxin reductase (FTR), and glutathione reductase (GR) are responsible to reduce the different 
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isoforms of TRXs, which are divided in TRXs f, h, m, o, x, y, and z. Reduced TRXs can then (de)activate a wide 

range of target proteins. 

 

Figure 3 Role(s) of the circulating malate for the redox regulation of plant cells under light (left) and 

dark (right) conditions. Malate metabolism is closely related to the generation of NAD(P)(H) in the 

chloroplast, cytosol and mitochondria by the activity of key enzymes such as malate (MDH), isocitrate (ICDH), 

and succinate (SDH) dehydrogenases and associated enzymes such as fumarase (FUM1, mitochondrial; FUM2, 

cytosolic), citrate synthase (CS), and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPc). Light energy activates the 

chloroplastic electron transport chain that ultimately results in the production of NADPH, which can be used by 

the Calvin-Benson (CB) cycle and/or by the malate valve that involves an exchange of malate 

(Mal)/oxaloacetate (OAA) and the activity of MDH in the plastids (pMDH) and in the cytosol (cMDH). 

Another pathway that provides cytosolic OAA involves the activity of PEPc that utilizes PEP from glycolysis. 

Cytosolic OAA can be used for the synthesis of Mal and Fum in the cytosol or for Glu/Gln synthesis. Evidence 

suggests that the synthesis of Glu depends on C coming from PEPc fixation and also from previous stored C, 

which may be night-stored citrate, OAA, Mal and Fum. Both pMDH and cMDH are key enzymes to control the 

balance of NADPH/NADP+ and NADH/NAD+ in the light given that the fluxes through the TCA cycle are 

inhibited under this condition, likely due that pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) is inhibited and both FUM1 and 

SDH are deactivated by TRX o1. In the mitochondria, the NAD(P)H seems to be generated mainly by the 

activity of both ICDH and NAD kinase (NADk). It has been proposed that mitochondrial MDH preferentially 

acts in the direction of Mal synthesis, which can then be exported to the cytosol for the synthesis of Fum or 

being translocate to the vacuole. The synthesis of Fum is stimulated by the accumulation of Gln, Asn, and OAA 

by FUM2 activation. By contrast to the light condition, all the mitochondrial TCA cycle enzymes seem to be 

activated whilst the chloroplast metabolism and the malate valve are deactivated in the dark. Under this 

condition, the metabolism seems likely to be involved in ATP production within the mitochondria and to store 

organic acids in the vacuole to be used in the following light period. Abbreviations: AcCoA, acetyl CoA; Asn, 

asparagine; CB, Calvin-Benson; Cit, citrate; Fd, ferredoxin; Fum, Fumarate; Gln, glutamine; Glu, glutamate; 
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Mal, malate; OAA, oxaloacetate. PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; Pyr, pyruvate; Succ, succinate; TCA, 

tricarboxylic acid; TRX, thioredoxin.  

 

Figure 4 Gene co-expression network between the main components of the chloroplastic redox network. 

The nodes (genes) are connected to each other when their genes are co-expressed. Gene co-expression network 

was carried out using String database platform (Szklarczyk et al., 2017). The co-expression gene network was 

generated using Cytoscape® v.3.6.1 (Shannon et al., 2003). The proteins used to construct this co-expression 

network were: GR2; FTRA1-2; FTRB; NTRC; TRXs m1-4, f1-2, y1-2, x, and z; SRX; tAPX, sAPX; GPX1 and 

7; GRXS12, S14, and S16; 2-Cys PRX A-B, PRXQ, and PRXII-E. Detailed information regarding the proteins 

of this network is described in the Table 1. 

 

Figure 5 Protein-protein interaction network between the main components of the chloroplastic redox 

network. The nodes (enzymes) are connected by a link when their proteins interact to each other according to 

the Arabidopsis interactome (Arabidopsis Interactome Mapping Consortium, 2011). The color of the nodes 

represents different groups of proteins: light blue, transcription factors; dark blue, reductases; light brown, 

peroxidases; green fluorescent, redoxins; light green, other proteins. One-way arrows represent regulations 

between a regulatory protein (tail of the arrow) and a specific regulated protein (head of the arrow). Red edges 

represent protein-protein interaction or regulation already observed by in vitro or in vivo studies. Abbreviations 

and identification of the proteins of this network are described in the table 1. 

     

Figure 6 Protein-protein interaction network between NTRC and TRX y1 and different transcription 

factors (TFs). The nodes (enzymes) are connected by a link when their proteins interact to each other according 

to the Arabidopsis interactome (Arabidopsis Interactome Mapping Consortium, 2011). Blue nodes are TFs that 

interact directly or indirectly with NTRC and/or TRX y1. White nodes are different proteins that interact with 

the TFs.  
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Figure 7 TRX h3 protein-protein interaction network. The nodes (enzymes) are connected by a link when 

their proteins interact to each other according to the Arabidopsis interactome (Arabidopsis Interactome 

Mapping Consortium, 2011). Green and yellow nodes denote chloroplastic and cytosolic enzymes, respectively. 

Proteins identified with asterisks (*) are located to both chloroplast and cytosol. White nodes are unknown 

proteins that interact with TRX h3. Abbreviations and the identification of the proteins of this network are 

described in the supplemental table S1. 
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